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Presynaptic Inhibition Caused by
Retrograde Signal from Metabotropic
Glutamate to Cannabinoid Receptors
cal Ca2 release (Finch and Augustine, 1998; Takechi
et al., 1998), slow excitatory synaptic currents (EPSCs)
(Batshelor and Garthwaite, 1997; Tempia et al., 1998),
and induction of long-term synaptic depression (Aiba et
al., 1994; Conquet et al., 1994; Hansel and Linden, 2000;
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Besides these postsynaptic effects, the group IFaculty of Medicine
mGluRs (including mGluR1 and mGluR5) are reportedKobe University
to influence presynaptic functions. They modulate neu-Kobe 650-0017
rotransmitter release in various regions of the CNS (An-Japan
wyl, 1999). For example, activation of mGluR1 in PCs
(Conquet et al., 1994) and mGluR1 or mGluR5 in hippo-
campal neurons (Gereau and Conn, 1995) causes a re-Summary
versible suppression of excitatory transmission that is
presumably of presynaptic origin. However, detailed im-We report a type of synaptic modulation that involves
munohistochemical studies indicate that the group Iretrograde signaling from postsynaptic metabotropic
mGluRs are hardly found at presynaptic fibers but areglutamate receptors (mGluRs) to presynaptic canna-
densely concentrated at the perisynaptic region of post-binoid receptors. Activation of mGluR subtype 1
synaptic membrane (Baude et al., 1993; Luja´n et al.,(mGluR1) expressed in cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs)
1996, 1997; Nusser et al., 1994). It is, therefore, conceiv-reduced neurotransmitter release from excitatory
able that some retrograde signal exists from postsynap-climbing fibers. This required activation of G proteins
tic group I mGluRs to the presynaptic terminals. Anotherbut not Ca2 elevation in postsynaptic PCs. This effect
example of the presynaptic actions exerted by postsyn-was occluded by a cannabinoid agonist and totally
aptic group I mGluRs is that mGluR1 in the postsynapticabolished by cannabinoid antagonists. Depolariza-
PC is essential for the elimination of redundant climb-tion-induced Ca2 transients in PCs also caused can-
ing fiber (CF) synapses during postnatal cerebellar de-nabinoid receptor-mediated presynaptic inhibition.
velopment. This process is impaired in mGluR1/ miceThus, endocannabinoid production in PCs can be initi-
(Kano et al., 1997; Le´ve´ne`s et al., 1997), and the defectated by two distinct stimuli. Activation of mGluR1 by
is restored by introducing mGluR1 transgene intorepetitive stimulation of parallel fibers, the other excit-
mGluR1/ PCs under the control of a PC-specific pro-atory input to PCs, caused transient cannabinoid re-
moter (Ichise et al., 2000). Because the CF synapseceptor-mediated depression of climbing fiber input.
elimination eventually results in retraction of surplusOur data highlight a signaling mechanism whereby
CFs, these results also suggest the existence of a mech-activation of postsynaptic mGluR retrogradely influ-
anism that enables communication from postsynapticences presynaptic functions via endocannabinoid
mGluR1 to CF terminals.system.
In the present study, we attempted to clarify the mech-
anisms of these apparent retrograde effects by group IIntroduction
mGluRs. We found that activation of postsynaptic
mGluR1 in PCs causes presynaptic inhibition that is
Metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are a family
mediated by cannabinoid receptors. These are the phar-
of G protein-coupled receptors distributed throughout
macological target of the marijuana constituent9-tetra-
the CNS and play important roles in the modulation of hydrocannabinol and consist of two subtypes, CB1 and
synaptic transmission (Conn and Pin, 1997; Nakanishi, CB2 (Matsuda et al., 1990; Munro et al., 1993). While
1992, 1994). The mGluRs consist of eight different sub- the CB2 is expressed mostly in the immune system, the
types, from mGluR1 to mGluR8, and are classified into CB1 is rich in various regions of the CNS, including the
groups I, II, and III (Conn and Pin, 1997; Nakanishi, 1994). cerebellum (Egertova and Elphick, 2000; Herkenham et
Cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs) abundantly express al., 1990; Matsuda et al., 1993). Recent studies have
mGluR1 (Masu et al., 1991), a member of the group I demonstrated that endogenous cannabinoids (endo-
mGluR that couples to the Gq/11 family heterotrimeric cannabinoids) are released from depolarized postsyn-
G protein and phospholipase Cs (Abe et al., 1992; Masu aptic neurons in a Ca2-dependent manner, act retro-
et al., 1991). The mGluR1 null mutant (mGluR1/) mice gradely onto presynaptic CB1 receptors, and suppress
or rats treated with antiserum to mGluR1 suffer from neurotransmitter release. This type of modulation has
impairment of motor coordination and motor learning, been found in the inhibitory synapse of the hippocampus
indicating that mGluR1 is essential for cerebellar func- (Ohno-Shosaku et al., 2001; Wilson and Nicoll, 2001)
tions (Aiba et al., 1994; Conquet et al., 1994; Sillevis and CF and parallel fiber (PF) synapses in the cerebellum
Smitt et al., 2000). Activation of mGluR1 causes various (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2001). Our results suggest that the
postsynaptic effects in PCs, including IP3-mediated lo- mGluR1-dependent mechanism works in a synergistic
manner with the depolarization-induced suppression to
efficiently modulate excitatory synaptic transmission in3 Correspondence: mkano@med.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
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Figure 1. DHPG and DCG IV Cause Reversible Presynaptic Inhibition of CF to PC Transmission
(A and B) Examples of CF-EPSCs (average of 6 to 12 consecutive responses) in response to paired stimuli (50 ms interval). Records obtained
sequentially before (control), during bath application of agonists (50 M DHPG in [A], 0.3 M DCG IV in [B]), and after washing out of the
agonists (recovery) are superimposed. The CF-EPSC traces in the following figures are shown in a similar manner. In the lower panels, the
first CF-EPSC during agonist application is scaled to the amplitude of the first CF-EPSC of the control and superimposed. Note that both
agonists increased the paired-pulse ratio and accelerated the CF-EPSC decay.
(C) Percent changes of the first CF-EPSC amplitudes caused by DHPG (50 M, n  18) and DCG IV (0.3 M, n  9) relative to the values
before agonist application. For this and the following figures and in the text, data are represented as mean  SEM.
(D) AIDA (500 M, n  5) and CPCCOEt (100 M, n  7) reduced the depression caused by 30 M and 50 M DHPG, respectively. CPPG
(300 M, n  6) antagonized the depression caused by DCG IV (0.1–0.3 M).
(E–G) Summary of changes in paired-pulse ratio (E) and those of decay time constant (F) and coefficient of variation (G) of the first CF-EPSCs.
The coefficient of variation was measured in PCs in which the depressant effect of DHPG persisted at its initial peak level while DHPG was
present. Circles and triangles represent data for DHPG (n  18 for [E] and [F], n  10 for [G]) and DCG IV (n  9 for [E]–[G]), respectively.
*p 	 0.05; **p 	 0.01 (paired t test).
PCs. Our study demonstrates a link via short-lived endo- CF-EPSCs (Figure 1A). Bath application of a selective
cannabinoid between the postsynaptic group I mGluR group II mGluR agonist, (2S,2
R,3
R)-2-(2
,3
-Dicarboxy-
and the presynaptic cannabinoid receptor, the two ma- cyclopropyl)glycine (DCG IV), also induced reversible
jor classes of G protein-coupled receptors in the CNS inhibition of CF-EPSCs associated with a clear increase
whose functional interaction has never been con- in the paired-pulse ratio (Figure 1B). As summarized
sidered. in Figures 1C–1G, both DHPG and DCG IV effectively
depressed the CF-EPSC amplitude (Figure 1C), which
was accompanied by clear changes in several presynap-Results
tic parameters. These included an increase in the paired-
pulse ratio (Figure 1E), accelerated EPSC decay (Taka-Presynaptic Inhibition Caused by a Group I
hashi et al., 1995) (Figure 1F), and an increase in themGluR Agonist
coefficient of variation (Figure 1G). Two selective groupWe began by studying the effects of a selective group
I mGluR antagonists, (RS)-1-Aminoindan-1,5-dicarbox-I mGluR agonist, (RS)-3,5-Dihydroxyphenylglycine
ylic acid (AIDA, 500 M) and 7-(Hydroxyimino)cyclopro-(DHPG), on CF to PC fast excitatory transmission. In PCs
pa[b]chromen-1a-carboxylate ethyl ester (CPCCOEt,recorded in mouse cerebellar slices, bath application
100M), significantly reduced the actions of DHPG (Fig-of DHPG (50 M) caused reversible depression of CF-
ure 1D). A selective group II/III mGluR antagonist, (RS)-mediated fast EPSCs (Figure 1A). In our recording condi-
-Cyclopropyl-4-phosphonophenylglycine (CPPG, 300tions, the depression reached its peak within 90 s as
M), significantly reduced the depressant effect of DCGDHPG washed in. In 10 out of 18 PCs, the depression
IV (Figure 1D). These results confirm that DHPG and DCGpersisted at its initial peak level, while in the rest (8/18),
IV acted on group I and group II mGluRs, respectively.the depression recovered partially during bath applica-
To determine the locus of inhibition, we recordedtion of DHPG. This DHPG-induced depression was asso-
ciated with a clear increase in the paired-pulse ratio of quantal CF-EPSCs in the presence of Sr2 that causes
mGluR1-Mediated Endocannabinoid Release
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Figure 2. DHPG Decreases the Frequency but Has No Effect on the Amplitude of Quantal CF-EPSCs
(A) Sample traces showing asynchronous quantal EPSCs following CF stimulation before (control) and during bath application of 50 M DHPG
(DHPG). Holding potential was 80mV. Ca2 (2 mM) in the external solution was replaced with Sr2 (1 mM).
(B) Averaged quantal CF-EPSC traces (for the same PC shown in [A]) recorded before (control, average of 293 events), during (DHPG, average
of 134 events), and after wash out of (recovery, average of 289 events) bath-applied DHPG.
(C–E) Amplitude distribution (C), cumulative amplitude histogram (D), and cumulative frequency histogram (E) for quantal CF-EPSCs from the
PC shown in [A] and [B]. Data from 75 stimulation trials for control and recovery and from 83 trials for DHPG. DHPG caused no change in
the amplitude distribution ([D], p  0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) but induced a reversible leftward shift of the frequency distribution ([E],
p 	 0.01).
(F and G) DHPG (50 M) induced changes in mean amplitude (F) and mean frequency (G) of quantal CF-EPSCs for individual PCs. DHPG
reduced frequency for all PCs (n  8, p 	 0.01, paired t test) but caused no consistent changes in amplitude (n  8, p  0.05). Data from
the same PCs obtained before (control), during (DHPG), and after wash out of (recovery) bath-applied DHPG are connected with either solid
or broken lines.
asynchronous transmitter release (Figure 2A). Quantal action of DHPG involved postsynaptic receptors. We
blocked mGluR-mediated signaling in postsynaptic PCsCF-EPSCs were analyzed in a 500 ms window from the
end of the evoked synchronous EPSC. Although DHPG by persistently activating or inactivating G proteins with
intracellularly applied nonhydrolyzable analogs of GTP(50 M) caused inward currents in PCs (158  15 pA,
n 8, holding potential of80mV), the mean amplitudes (GTP-S) or GDP (GDP-S), respectively. In the pres-
ence of GTP-S (1 mM) or GDP-S (2 mM) in the re-of quantal CF-EPSCs and their distribution in the pres-
ence of DHPG were not different from those of control cording pipette, DHPG caused no significant change in
the parameters of CF-EPSCs (Figures 3A and 3C–3F).(Figures 2B–2D and 2F). Averaging of all selected events
of quantal CF-EPSCs shows that the amplitude and time In contrast, DCG IV readily induced reversible depres-
sion of CF-EPSCs with clear changes in the paired-pulsecourse were not affected by DHPG (Figure 2B). In con-
trast, the frequency of quantal CF-EPSCs was signifi- depression, EPSC decay, and coefficient of variation
(Figures 3B and 3C–3F). These results strongly suggestcantly lower in the presence than in the absence of
DHPG (Figures 2E and 2G). These results clearly indicate that DHPG acted on group I mGluRs in postsynaptic
PCs and indirectly influenced CF synaptic terminals,that DHPG caused reversible inhibition of transmitter
release from CF terminals. while DCG IV directly acted on group II mGluRs at pre-
synaptic CFs.
We also found that DHPG caused no change in thePostsynaptic mGluR1 Is Indispensable
CF-EPSCs of mGluR1/ mice, while the actions of DCGImmunoelectron microscopic studies indicate that
IV were normal (Figures 4A, 4C, and 4D). The effects ofmGluR1 is concentrated postsynaptically in the peri-
DHPG were restored in mGluR1-rescue mice (Figuresjunctional annuli of PC dendritic spines (Baude et al.,
4B–4D), which were generated by introducing rat1993; Nusser et al., 1994). However, there is no evidence
mGluR1 into mGluR1/ mice under the control of afor the presence of mGluR1 (or mGluR5) at presynaptic
terminals onto PCs. We therefore examined whether the PC-specific promoter (Ichise et al., 2000). These results
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Figure 3. GTP-S into Postsynaptic PCs
Abolishes DHPG-Induced Depression of CF-
EPSCs
(A and B) DHPG (50 M) had no effect on
CF-EPSCs recorded with a pipette solution
containing GTP-S (1 mM). In contrast, DCG
IV (1 M) caused a reversible inhibition with
clear increase in paired-pulse ratio.
(C–F) Summary data for DHPG (50 M, n 
14) and DCG IV (0.3 M, n  9) from experi-
ments with intracellular GTP-S (1 mM) that
are illustrated in a similar manner as Figures
1C and 1E–1G.
clearly indicate that mGluR1 in postsynaptic PCs is re- CFs on the recorded PC might be influenced by the
signal generated in neighboring PCs. However, the re-sponsible for the DHPG-induced presynaptic inhibition
of CF to PC transmission and suggest that some trans- sult that the inclusion of GTP-S or GDP-S into the
recorded PC abolished the effect of bath-applied DHPGsynaptic retrograde signal from PCs to CFs underlies
the inhibition. (Figure 3) suggests that the retrograde signal does not
spread to CF synapses on neighboring PCs. We con-Bath-applied DHPG should activate mGluR1 not only
in the recorded PC but also in many neighboring PCs. firmed this notion by a simultaneous recording from a
pair of neighboring PCs: one with a pipette solutionIf the presumed retrograde signal can diffuse easily, the
Figure 4. Effect of DHPG Is Abolished in
mGluR1/ Mice and Restored in mGluR1-
Rescue Mice
(A and B) DHPG (50 M) had no effect on CF-
EPSCs in mGluR1/ mice, whereas it caused
a clear reversible depression of CF-EPSCs in
mGluR1-rescue mice.
(C and D) Summary of changes in the first CF-
EPSC amplitude (C) and paired-pulse ratio (D)
caused by 50 M DHPG and 0.3 M DCG IV.
Open and solid columns represent data from
mGluR1/ (n  8 for DHPG, n  7 for DCG
IV) and mGluR1-rescue mice (n 7 for DHPG,
n  6 for DCG IV), respectively. For this and
the following figures, summary data for the
amplitude and paired-pulse ratio are ex-
pressed as percent changes relative to the
values before agonist application. All experi-
ments were performed blind to mouse geno-
types. **p 	 0.01 (t test).
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Figure 5. The DHPG-Induced Depression Is
Occluded by the Depression Induced by a
Cannabinoid Agonist, WIN55,212-2
(A and B) DHPG (50 M, [A]) and WIN55,212-2
(5 M, [B] left) caused depression of CF-
EPSCs in the same PC. In the presence of
WIN55,212-2, further addition of DHPG had
no additive effect (50 M, [B] right). The trace
with WIN55,212-2 alone and that with
WIN55,212-2 plus DHPG are superimposed
and shown in higher magnification. The de-
pression induced by WIN55,212-2 could not
be reverted even with rigorous washing, as
reported previously (Le´ve´ne`s et al., 1998; Ta-
kahashi and Linden, 2000).
(C and D) Summary data (n  6) for the first
CF-EPSC amplitude (C) and paired-pulse ra-
tio (D). DHPG (50M) and WIN55,212-2 (5M)
caused similar changes. DHPG application in
the presence of WIN55,212-2 had no additive
effects (p  0.05, paired t test).
containing GTP-S and the other with the normal solu- n  6, p  0.05). These results indicate that glutamate
(or related excitatory amino acids) and GABA are nottion not containing GTP-S. The average distance sepa-
rating the two neighboring PC somata was 26.1  2.0 likely to function as retrograde messengers.
Previous studies indicate that a cannabinoid agonistm (n  11) in our slices. In five pairs, DHPG (50 M)
readily depressed CF-EPSCs in the PCs recorded with induces presynaptic inhibition of excitatory transmis-
sion to PCs (Le´ve´ne`s et al., 1998; Takahashi and Linden,normal pipette solution (62.8% 5.4% of control), while
DHPG had no effect on the other PCs recorded with the 2000). It is also shown that CB1 receptors are rich in
presynaptic fibers onto PCs but are absent in PCs (Eger-GTP-S-containing solution (99.2%  1.6% of control).
These results indicate that the presumed retrograde sig- tova and Elphick, 2000; Matsuda et al., 1993). We there-
fore tried to determine whether cannabinoid receptorsnal from PC does not easily spread to CF terminals onto
the neighboring PCs. are involved in the DHPG-induced depression. Bath ap-
plication of a cannabinoid agonist, WIN55,212-2 (5 M),
effectively depressed CF to PC transmission (FiguresCannabinoid Receptor Is Involved
5B and 5C) with a clear increase in the paired-pulseThe molecules mediating the DHPG-induced retrograde
ratio (Figures 5B and 5D). The amplitude of depressionsignal are considered to have their specific receptors
and the change in the paired-pulse ratio caused byon presynaptic CFs and cause a reduction in transmitter
WIN55,212-2 (5 M) were similar to those induced byrelease. We first examined a possibility that glutamate
DHPG (50 M) (Figures 5C and 5D). DHPG induced noor related excitatory amino acids are released from PCs
additive depression over that caused by WIN55,212-2and activate group II or III mGluRs at presynaptic CFs.
(Figures 5B and 5C), suggesting that the two forms ofDCG IV effectively induced presynaptic inhibition of CF
depression shared the same receptor and/or presynap-to PC transmission (Figures 1, 3, and 4). A selective
tic intracellular cascade. Pretreatment of slices with agroup III mGluR agonist, L()-2-Amino-4-phosphono-
cannabinoid receptor antagonist, AM281 (1 M), almostbutyric acid (100 M), had a weak depressant effect
abolished the depressant effect of WIN55,212-2 (CF-(89.9% 2.4% of control, n 5, p	 0.05, paired t test).
EPSC amplitude, 92.6%  1.7% of control, n  6). Fur-However, the DHPG (50 M) induced depression was
thermore, the DHPG-induced depression of CF to PCnot affected by a selective group II/III mGluR antagonist,
transmission was totally abolished by AM281 (FiguresCPPG (51.3%  9.6% of control in 300 M CPPG;
6A–6D), whereas the DCG VI-induced depression was54.5%  9.7% of control in normal saline, n  5, p 
unaffected (Figures 6B–6D). The similar results were ob-0.05). We then wondered whether -amino butyric acid
tained with another specific cannabinoid receptor an-(GABA) released from PCs activates GABAB receptors
tagonist, SR141716 (1 M, Figures 6C and 6D). Theseat presynaptic CFs, although a GABAB receptor agonist,
results indicate that cannabinoid receptors at presynap-baclofen (50M), induced variable inhibition of CF to PC
tic CFs are involved in the DHPG-induced depression.transmission. A potent and selective GABAB receptor
Previous studies indicate that mGluR1 is concen-antagonist, CGP55845A (2 M), had no effect on the
trated postsynaptically at both PF and CF synapsesDHPG-induced depression (45.9%  5.8% of control in
CGP55845A; 41.4%  3.5% of control in normal saline, onto PCs (Baude et al., 1993; Nusser et al., 1994). It is
Neuron
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Figure 6. Effect of DHPG Is Abolished by Can-
nabinoid Antagonists AM281 and SR141716
(A and B) Depression of CF-EPSCs by DHPG
(50 M, [A]) was almost abolished by AM281
(1 M, [B] left). In the same PC, subsequent
application of 0.3 M DCG IV in the presence
of AM281 caused a clear reversible depres-
sion ([B] right). The effect of AM281 could not
be reverted even with rigorous washing.
(C and D) Summary of the effects of AM281
(1 M, n  9 for 50 M DHPG, and n  7 for
0.3 M DCG IV) and SR141716 (1 M, n  5)
on the first CF-EPSC amplitude (C) and
paired-pulse ratio (D). **p 	 0.01, (paired t
test).
(E) The cannabinoid antagonist had no effect
on mGluR1-mediated Ca2 signals. PCs were
recorded with potassium-based BAPTA-free
internal solution containing a Ca2 indicator
(Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1, 100 M). Ca2-
transients (upper row) and EPSCs (lower row)
were recorded simultaneously in response to
repetitive PF stimulation (five stimuli, 100 Hz).
The Ca2 transients were comprised of fast
and slow components (Ea), and neither of the
two was affected by 1 M AM281 (Eb). The
slower component was sensitive to 500 M
AIDA (Ec), indicating that it is mediated by
mGluR1.
also shown that WIN55,212-2 causes presynaptic inhibi- BAPTA-1, 100 M). We applied repetitive PF stimulation
(five stimuli, 100 Hz) to induce the mGluR1-mediatedtion of PF-mediated EPSCs (PF-EPSCs) in PCs (Le´ve´ne`s
et al., 1998; Takahashi and Linden, 2000). We therefore local Ca2 signal in PC dendrites (Finch and Augustine,
1998; Takechi et al., 1998). We found that the mGluR1-examined whether DHPG also induces presynaptic inhi-
bition at PF to PC synapses. We found that DHPG (50 mediated local Ca2 signal was not affected by AM281
(Figure 6E, n  5), which indicates that mGluR1 and theM) caused reversible inhibition of PF-EPSCs (58.1%
6.1% of control, n  6, p 	 0.01, paired t test). In the following cascade were not affected by the cannabinoid
receptor antagonists. These results lead us to concludepresence of SR141716 (1 M), DHPG caused no sig-
nificant change in PF-EPSC amplitudes (129.1%  that activation of postsynaptic mGluR1 in PCs produces
a local retrograde signal that acts on cannabinoid recep-16.0% of control, n  5, p  0.05). Furthermore, DHPG
had no effect on PF-EPSCs in mGluR1/ mice (97.2% tors on CFs and PFs and causes presynaptic inhibition.
4.3% of control, n  8, p  0.05). These results strongly
suggest that the cannabinoid receptor-mediated pre- Ca2-Independent and Ca2-Dependent Pathways
for the Production of Retrograde Signalssynaptic inhibition initiated by mGluR1 occurs at both
CF and PF synapses onto PCs. It is, however, still theo- Two putative endogenous cannabinoid ligands, anan-
damide (Devane et al., 1992) and sn-2 arachidonylglyc-retically possible that the cannabinoid antagonists block
the postsynaptic mGluR1 and abolish the action of erol (2-AG) (Mechoulam et al., 1995; Sugiura et al., 1995,
1999), have been identified. Several pathways for theirDHPG. To exclude this possibility, we examined whether
the IP3-mediated local Ca2 release triggered by Ca2-dependent biosynthesis have been identified (Bi-
sogno et al., 1999; Cadas et al., 1997; Di Marzo et al.,mGluR1 activation is affected by AM281. We recorded
from PCs with potassium-based BAPTA-free internal 1994; Stella et al., 1997). In all of the experiments pre-
sented so far (except those for Figure 6E), however, wesolution containing a Ca2 indicator (Oregon Green 488
mGluR1-Mediated Endocannabinoid Release
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Figure 7. DHPG-Induced and Depolarization-Induced Depressions of CF-EPSCs
(A–E) DHPG-induced depression of CF-EPSCs did not require elevation of [Ca2]i. In five PCs, Ca2 signal was measured from a single (dotted
red line) and adjacent dendrite (dotted blue line) as depicted in (A). Scale bar is 1 m. PCs were recorded with cesium-based intracellular
solution containing BAPTA (20 mM) plus a Ca2 indicator (Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1, 100 M). While bath-applied DHPG (50 M) caused
no change in [Ca2]i (C), it induced clear depression of CF-EPSCs (B and D) that was accompanied by significant increase in the paired-pulse
ratio (E).
(F–J) In four PCs, direct depolarization of PCs (five depolarizing pulses with 100 ms duration to 0mV from 80mV, repeated at 1 Hz) caused
transient elevation of [Ca2]i in PC dendrites ([H], measured in the area shown in [F]) and also induced a transient depression of CF-EPSCs
(G and I) that was accompanied by significant increase in the paired-pulse ratio (J). Scale bar in (F) is 20 m.
(K–M) A cannabinoid antagonist, SR141716 (1 M), totally abolished the depolarization-induced transient depression of CF-EPSCs. Records
in normal saline and those in SR141716 were obtained sequentially from the same PCs. Example of CF-EPSCs (K) and summary data (n 
7) for the first CF-EPSC amplitude (L) and paired-pulse ratio (M).
used an intracellular solution containing 20 mM BAPTA in rat PCs causes transient suppression of CF to PC
excitatory transmission that is mediated by endocan-to minimize any change in the intracellular Ca2 concen-
tration [Ca2]i. When recorded with the BAPTA-con- nabinoids (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2001). We therefore ex-
amined whether we can see the same effect in mousetaining intracellular solution, we did not detect any
change in [Ca2]i within either spines or adjacent den- PCs recorded with BAPTA-free internal solution. We
found that depolarization of PCs (five depolarizingdrites during DHPG-induced depression of CF-EPSCs
(Figures 7A–7E). In six PCs, we increased the concentra- pulses with 100 ms duration to 0mV, repeated at 1 Hz)
and resultant elevation of [Ca2]i induced transient de-tion of BAPTA to 40 mM, but the depressant effect of
DHPG (50 M) on CF-EPSCs did not change (51.7%  pression of CF-EPSCs that was accompanied by a clear
change in the paired-pulse ratio (Figures 7F–7J). This10.4% of control). These results indicate that activation
of postsynaptic mGluR1 can produce retrograde signal depolarization-induced suppression of CF-EPSCs was
totally abolished by SR141716 (1 M) (Figures 7K–7M).for the presynaptic inhibition without elevation of Ca2
concentration. These results confirmed the recent study (Kreitzer and
Regehr, 2001) that depolarization-induced elevation ofOn the other hand, recent studies strongly suggest
that depolarization-induced transient elevation of [Ca2]i [Ca2]i in PCs produces retrograde signal that acts on
CB1 receptors on presynaptic CFs. Taken together,in hippocampal neurons produces endocannabinoids
that suppress release of GABA from inhibitory presynap- these results strongly suggest that PCs can produce
endocannabinoids via two distinct pathways. One in-tic terminals (Ohno-Shosaku et al., 2001; Wilson and
Nicoll, 2001). It is also shown that elevation of [Ca2]i volves mGluR1 and its downstream signaling and does
Neuron
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Figure 8. Transient Presynaptic Inhibition Induced by Synaptic Activation of mGluR1
(A and B) Stimulation of PFs in a single train (100 Hz with 50 pulses, stimulus intensity 1V–30V) caused transient depression of CF-EPSCs
that was significantly reduced by a mGluR1 antagonist, CPCCOEt (100 M). Examples of CF-EPSCs obtained 4 s before and 6 s after the
onset of the PF train are superimposed in (A). Summary data (n  5) for the time course of depression are shown in (B). Data from each PC
were expressed as percentage of the control value prior to the PF train.
(C) A cannabinoid antagonist, SR141716 (3 M), significantly reduced the transient depression of CF-EPSCs induced by the PF train. Summary
data (n  7) are shown in a manner similar to (B).
(D and E) Summary data (n  5 for CPCCOEt, n  7 for SR141716) for the paired-pulse ratio (D) and decay time constant (E). Data in the
normal saline and those in the saline containing CPCCOEt or SR141716 were obtained sequentially in the same PCs. *p 	 0.05; **p 	 0.01
(paired t test).
(F and G) Summary data for the dependence of PF-induced depression on frequency of a train ([F], n  6, with 50 PF pulses) and pulse
number in a train ([G], n  5, at 100 Hz). The depression was measured just after (5 s after) the PF train. *p 	 0.05; **p 	 0.01 (paired t test).
not require elevation of [Ca2]i, and the other can be a nonvesicular manner and therefore does not require
elevation of [Ca2]i. The results further suggest that thetriggered solely by transient elevation of [Ca2]i.
A previous study suggests that the release of endo- elevation of [Ca2]i is used for the biosynthesis of endo-
cannabinoids in depolarization-induced transient de-cannabinoids does not necessarily require the vesicular
release mechanism but can occur immediately after their pression of CF-EPSCs.
production (Di Marzo et al., 1998; Piomelli et al., 2000).
To check the possibility of vesicular release, we used Synaptic Activation of mGluR1 Induces the
Endocannabinoid-Mediated Retrograde Effectbotulinum toxin B that is known to block vesicular neuro-
transmitter release by cleaving synaptobrevin (Schiavo Previous studies have shown that mGluR1 can be acti-
vated by a brief train of PF stimuli (Batshelor andet al., 1992). We recorded PCs with a BAPTA-free inter-
nal solution containing botulinum toxin B light chain (0.3 Garthwaite, 1997; Finch and Augustine, 1998; Takechi
et al., 1998; Tempia et al., 1998). Our previous resultsor 0.5M) reduced by 5 mM Dithiothreitol. We examined
CF-EPSCs at least 40 min after the initiation of whole- suggest that mGluR1 activation at PF synapses is re-
quired for elimination of surplus CFs during develop-cell recording. We found that DHPG (50 M) readily
depressed CF-EPSC amplitude to 58.8% 5.0% of con- ment (Ichise et al., 2000; Kano et al., 1997). We thus
examined whether PF activity can heterosynapticallytrol (n  8), which was identical to the value of depres-
sion obtained with the normal intracellular solution. Fur- influence CF synaptic transmission via endocannabi-
noid system. We recorded CF-EPSCs from PC somatathermore, depolarizing pulses caused a transient
depression of CF-EPSCs (42.6%  8.9% of control, n  with 20 mM BAPTA contained in the internal solution
and stimulated PFs in a train (100 Hz with 50 pulses,8) with botulinum toxin B. These results support the
notion that the release of endocannabinoid occurs in stimulus intensity 1V–30V). We found that the PF stimu-
mGluR1-Mediated Endocannabinoid Release
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Figure 9. PF-Induced Transient Depression of CF Responses under Current Clamp Recording Mode
(A, C, and E) Specimen records from the same PC obtained sequentially in normal external solution (A), during bath application of CPCCOEt
(100 M) (C), and during bath application of CPCCOEt plus SR141716 (3 M) (E). CF responses were recorded under current clamp mode
with a patch pipette containing potassium-based BAPTA-free intracellular solution. Records obtained just prior to and 5 s after a PF stimulus
train (100 Hz with 50 pulses) are superimposed.
(B, D, and F) Summary data for the change in CF response amplitude against time obtained sequentially in normal external solution ([B], n 
7), during bath application of CPCCOEt ([D], n  7), and during bath application of CPCCOEt plus SR141716 ([F], n  5). The amplitude of
CF response was measured at 10 ms from the stimulus artifact (dotted line in [A], [C], and [E]). Data for (B) and (D) were obtained from the
same PCs (n  7). Out of these seven PCs, five PCs were tested for (F). Data from each PC are expressed as percentage of the control value
prior to the PF train. *p 	 0.05; **p 	 0.01, significant change from the control value (paired t test).
(G and H) Summary bar graphs for CF response amplitude obtained 5 s (G) and 25 s (H) after the PF train in normal external solution (open
columns), in solution containing CPCCOEt (100 M) (middle filled columns), and in solution containing CPCCOEt plus SR141716 (3 M) (right
filled columns). **p 	 0.01 (t test).
lation train caused transient depression of CF-EPSCs lation. We found that PF train (100 Hz with 50 pulses)
consistently induced depression of CF responses (Fig-(Figures 8A–8C) that was accompanied by a clear
change in the paired-pulse ratio (Figure 8D) and the ures 9A and 9B). The PF train had no effect on the ampli-
tude of the first spike (Figure 9A). In contrast, the ampli-EPSC decay (Figure 8E). This PF-induced transient de-
pression was significantly reduced by CPCCOEt (100 tude of depolarization measured at 10 ms from the
stimulus was depressed to 72.4%  4.2% of controlM, n  5, Figures 8A, 8B, 8D, and 8E) and SR141716
(3 M, n  7, Figures 8C–8E), indicating that both just after the PF train (Figures 9B and 9G, n  7) and
lasted for 55 s (Figure 9B). Bath application of CPCCOEtmGluR1 and CB1 are involved in this phenomenon.
Thus, a heterosynaptic interaction from PF to CF syn- (100 M) almost eliminated the depression (Figures 9C,
9D 9G, and 9H; n  7), although the CF response wasapses involving endocannabinoid system is present
in PCs. still significantly depressed just after PF tetanus (Figures
9C and 9D). Further addition of SR141716 (3 M) totallyWe then systematically changed the frequency and
stimulus number for PF train. We found that PF train at abolished the depression (Figures 9E–9H; n  5). These
results clearly indicate that the PF-induced depression10 Hz can induce small but significant depression when
50 stimulus pulses were applied (Figure 8F, n  6). The of CF response is largely mediated by mGluR1-depen-
dent mechanisms under physiological conditions. Thedepression became larger with raising frequency, and
PF train at 50 Hz and at 100 Hz caused similar extent residual small depression that is blocked by SR141716
appears to be due to Ca2-dependent release of endo-of depression (Figure 8F, n  6). On the other hand, ten
PF stimuli were required to induce significant depres- cannabinoids that was triggered by Ca2 influx during
PF tetanus.sion when the frequency was fixed to 100 Hz (Figure
8G, n  5). The depression became larger with increas- Taken together, our present results indicate that the
endocannabinoid-mediated presynaptic inhibition initi-ing pulse number (Figure 8G, n  5). These results indi-
cate that the PF train at 100 Hz with 50 stimulus pulses ated by postsynaptic mGluR1 activation can occur un-
der a physiologically relevant condition and suggest thatappears to be sufficient for inducing robust depression
of CF-EPSCs. this novel form of retrograde signaling may play a role
in the modulation of synaptic transmission in vivo.Finally, we examined whether PF train can induce
depression of CF-mediated responses under physiolog-
ical conditions. Under current clamp recording mode Discussion
with the potassium-based BAPTA-free internal solution
used for Figure 6E, we recorded excitatory postsynaptic We have demonstrated electrophysiologically that acti-
vation of mGluR1 in cerebellar PCs by its specific ago-potentials (EPSPs) with spike(s) in response to CF stimu-
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nist reduced neurotransmitter release from excitatory verted to 2-AG by DAG lipase (Stella et al., 1997). It is
known that activation of mGluR1 leads to the formationCFs. This effect was abolished by inactivation of G pro-
teins in the postsynaptic PC, deficient in mGluR1 knock- of DAG via Gq/11 and phospholipase Cs (Masu et al.,
1991). All of the currently identified phospholipase Cout mice, and this deficiency was restored by introduc-
ing mGluR1 into PCs of the knockout mice. The inhibition isozymes (, , and  subtypes) have C2 domain that is
thought to be one of the sites responsible for their Ca2was abolished by specific cannabinoid antagonists
(AM281 and SR141716) and was occluded by the pre- dependency (Rebecchi and Pentyala, 2000). However,
a recent report suggests that the key residues involvedsynaptic inhibition caused by a cannabinoid agonist,
WIN55,212-2. In our recording condition with 20 mM in Ca2 ligation are not conserved in the C2 domains of
 and  subtypes. It is also shown that activated Gqintracellular BAPTA, no significant change in [Ca2]i was
detected within dendritic spines during mGluR1-medi- subunits interact with the C2 domains of phospholipase
Cs, which leads to activation of these enzymes (Rebec-ated presynaptic inhibition. On the other hand, when
PCs were recorded with a BAPTA-free internal solution, chi and Pentyala, 2000). Thus, it is possible that the
mGluR1 activation in PCs can turn on phospholipasedepolarization and resultant elevation of [Ca2]i in PCs
caused transient presynaptic inhibition of CF-EPSCs Cs without significant elevation of [Ca2]i and cause
production of 2-AG. It remains to be elucidated whetherthat was abolished by SR141716. Activation of mGluR1
by repetitive stimulation of PFs, the other excitatory aforementioned pathways or some other cascades are
involved in endocannabinoid production in PCs.input to PCs, caused transient cannabinoid receptor-
mediated depression of CF input. Taken together, these
results indicate that activation of postsynaptic mGluR1 Limited Diffusion of Endocannabinoids
in PCs produces endocannabinoids that act on CB1 in the Cerebellum
receptors on excitatory CFs to reduce glutamate re- Our results strongly suggest that endocannabinoids re-
lease. leased from PCs do not easily spread to CF terminals
onto neighboring PCs. Synapses onto PCs are very
tightly surrounded by the processes of BergmannEndocannabinoid as a Novel Class
of Retrograde Messenger astrocytes (Altman and Bayer, 1997). These may act as
diffusion barriers and significantly limit the spread ofRecent studies have demonstrated that retrograde sig-
nals from postsynaptic to presynaptic sites may play endocannabinoid to neighboring PCs. On the other
hand, we also demonstrated that the retrograde effectan important role in the modulation of the anterograde
transmission. Various molecules, including amino acids generated by PF synaptic activity could spread to CF
synapses of the same PC. One possibility for this would(Glitsch et al., 1996; Zilberter et al., 1999), peptides
(Kombien et al., 1997), and growth factors (McAllister et be that the spread is mediated by intradendritic signal-
ing. For example, endocannabinoids or their precursorsal., 1999), have been suggested to mediate such retro-
grade effects. Together with the studies published very might spread along the dendritic membrane. Another
possibility would be that, although the extracellularrecently (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2001; Ohno-Shosaku et
al., 2001; Wilson and Nicoll, 2001), our present study spread to neighboring PCs is limited, endocannabinoids
could spread for some distance along the same PChas provided strong experimental evidence for endo-
cannabinoids as a new class of retrograde messenger. within the very narrow extracellular space between the
PC dendrites and the surrounding processes of Berg-Two putative endogenous cannabinoid ligands, anan-
damide (Devane et al., 1992) and sn-2 arachidonylglyc- mann astrocytes. The spread of endocannabinoid is de-
pendent on simple diffusion, uptake, and enzymaticerol (2-AG) (Mechoulam et al., 1995; Sugiura et al., 1995,
1999), have been identified. These are lipid in nature, degradation (Di Marzo et al., 1998; Piomelli et al., 2000).
The future studies should clarify the relative contribu-do not belong to classical transmitters such as amino
acid, amine and peptide, and are produced by the hydro- tions of these factors to the limited diffusion of endocan-
nabinoids.lysis of the membrane lipid precursors (Di Marzo et al.,
1998; Piomelli et al., 2000). They are synthesized “on
demand” in stimulated cells and released from them in Possible Physiological Significance
a nonvesicular fashion. We have previously shown that the mGluR1 signaling
cascade in PCs is involved in CF synapse elimination
during cerebellar development (Ichise et al., 2000; KanoPossible Pathways for the Biosynthesis
of Endocannabinoids in Neurons et al., 1995, 1997, 1998; Offermanns et al., 1997). This
cascade is thought to be initiated by PF activity andSeveral enzymatic pathways for the Ca2-dependent
biosynthesis of endocannabinoid have been suggested. affect CF synapses of the same PCs, which eventually
leads to elimination of surplus CFs. It is conceivableHowever, in our recording condition with 20 or 40 mM
of intracellular BAPTA, [Ca2]i did not change and was that the endocannabinoids-mediated depression of CF
synapses initiated by mGluR1 activation may play a rolekept low during mGluR1 activation by DHPG. It is re-
ported that 2-AG is produced in hippocampal slices in in CF synapse elimination. It remains to be elucidated
whether and how the transient functional depressionresponse to stimulation of excitatory fibers and resultant
elevation of [Ca2]i (Piomelli et al., 2000; Stella et al., leads to persistent morphological change in CF syn-
apses.1997). The formation of 2-AG appears to take the same
enzymatic cascade that synthesizes the second mes- The CB1 receptor shows a widespread distribution at
presynaptic terminals of various regions, including thesengers, IP3 and diacylglycerol (DAG). DAG is generated
from phosphoinositides by phospholipase C and is con- cerebellum and hippocampus (Egertova and Elphick,
mGluR1-Mediated Endocannabinoid Release
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at 0.1 or 0.2 Hz. PCs were usually held at a membrane potential of2000; Matsuda et al., 1993). Activation of CB1 receptor
20mV or 30mV (after compensation of liquid junction potentials)depresses synaptic transmission in various regions of
to inactivate voltage-dependent conductances, unless otherwise isthe brain, including the cerebellum (Le´ve´ne`s et al., 1998;
stated in figure legends. The signals were filtered at 3 kHz and
Takahashi and Linden, 2000), hippocampus (Misner and digitized at 20 kHz. The decay phase of CF-EPSC was fitted with a
Sullivan, 1999), and cerebral cortex (Auclair et al., 2000). single exponential by using PULSE-FIT software (HEKA). The coeffi-
cient of variation (CV) of CF-EPSC amplitude was given by CV Thus, presynaptic inhibition mediated by the CB1 recep-
(standard deviation)/(mean). All agonists and antagonists (Tocristor is ubiquitous in the brain (Di Marzo et al., 1998). On
Cookson, except CGP55845A and SR141716) acting on mGluRs,the other hand, most neurons in the brain express either
CBRs, or GABAB receptors were applied to the bath. DCG IV wasmGluR1 or mGluR5 on the postsynaptic site. Because
applied with an NMDA receptor antagonist, (RS)-3-(2-Carboxypiper-
mGluR1 and mGluR5 activate the same intracellular sig- azin-4-yl)-propyl-1-phosphonic acid (CPP, 10 M). CGP55845A and
naling cascade involving phospholipase C (Abe et al., SR141716 were generous gifts from Novartis Pharma AG and Sanofi
Recherche, respectively. Botulinum toxin B light chain was pur-1992; Masu et al., 1991), most neurons in the brain may
chased from List Biological.have the capability to produce endocannabinoids in re-
sponse to glutamate. Therefore, the presynaptic inhibi-
tion involving a retrograde signal from postsynaptic Analysis of Quantal CF-EPSCs
To record quantal CF-EPSCs, external Ca2 (2 mM) was replacedgroup I mGluRs to presynaptic CB1 receptors may be
with Sr2 (1 mM), and asynchronous transmitter release in responseof general importance in neural functions.
to CF stimulation was induced. Quantal CF-EPSCs were analyzedRecent studies have revealed another important path-
in a 500 ms window from the end of the evoked synchronous EPSC
way for endocannabinoid production in neurons. In by using Mini Analysis Program (version 5.1.1, Synaptosoft Inc.).
hippocampal neurons and cerebellar PCs, depolarization- Quantal CF-EPSCs were selected based on the following three crite-
induced transient elevation of [Ca2]i are shown to pro- ria: (1) the peak amplitude was larger than 20 pA, (2) the rise time
was shorter than 1 ms, (3) the falling phase displayed characteristicduce endocannabinoids that suppress neurotransmitter
exponential decay (with time constant faster than 2.0 ms). The crite-release from presynaptic terminals (Kreitzer and Regehr,
rion (1) was chosen because the noise level of trace was about 102001; Maejima et al., 2001; Montgomery and Madison,
pA. The criteria (2) and (3) were selected because the evoked CF-
2001; Ohno-Shosaku et al., 2001; Wilson and Nicoll, 2001). EPSC in mice has rapid rise time of about 0.5 ms and exponential
The group I mGluR-induced Ca2-independent pathway decay (Kano et al., 1995, 1997; Watase et al., 1998). These criteria
and the depolarization-induced Ca2-dependent path- effectively eliminated slow downward deflections that appeared in-
dependently of CF stimuli and are presumed to be PF-induced min-way may function in a synergistic manner in vivo. Fur-
iature EPSCs (Le´ve´ne`s et al., 1998). The histogram for amplitudethermore, activation of mGluR1/mGluR5 leads to Ca2
distribution, the cumulative histogram for amplitude, and that formobilization from the internal store and may facilitate
frequency were constructed for each PC. To construct cumulative
the Ca2-dependent release of endocannabinoids. Taken histogram for frequency, the number of events in each CF stimula-
together, it is highly likely that the endocannabinoid- tion trial was measured. For each PC, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
mediated presynaptic inhibition can be an important and was used to detect whether DHPG caused significant change in the
amplitude distribution or in the frequency distribution.widespread mechanism in the brain through which the
activity in postsynaptic neurons can influence the pre-
synaptic functions. Generation of mGluR1-Rescue Mice
mGluR1-rescue mice were generated as described (Ichise et al.,
2000). We generated transgenic mice (L7-mGluR1) that expressed
Experimental Procedures rat mGluR1 under the control of the PC-specific L7 promoter (Ober-
dick et al., 1990). We obtained eight independent L7-mGluR1 trans-
Electrophysiological Recording genic founder mice by microinjecting the transgene into the pronu-
Parasagittal cerebellar slices (250 m thick) were prepared from clei of fertilized mGluR1/ eggs. The mGluR1-rescue mice were
C57BL/6, mGluR1/, or mGluR1-rescue mice aged 8–13 days post- obtained by breeding mGluR1/ with the L7-mGluR1 mice. The
natally, as described (Kano et al., 1995, 1997). For experiments in cerebellum-restricted expression of the transgene was examined
Figures 8 and 9, transverse cerebellar slices (250 m thick) were by Western blotting using polyclonal anti-rat mGluR1 antibodies
used to avoid cutting PFs and keep them as intact as possible. (Upstate Biotechnology). One line expressed the L7-mGluR1 trans-
Whole-cell recordings were made from visually identified PCs, using gene in the cerebellum but not in the cerebral cortex. The amount
either an Olympus (BX50WI) or Zeiss (Axioskop-FS) upright micro- of mGluR1 in mGluR1-rescue cerebella was estimated to be about
scope. Resistance of the patch pipettes was 3–6 M when filled 1/80 of the wild-type cerebella (Ichise et al., 2000).
with the standard intracellular solution composed of (in mM) CsCl,
60; Cs D-gluconate, 10; TEA-Cl, 20; K-BAPTA, 20; MgCl2, 4; Mg-
ATP, 4; Na-GTP, 0.4; and HEPES, 30 (pH 7.3, adjusted with CsOH). Ca2 Imaging
PCs were loaded for at least 20 min with a Ca2 indicator (OregonIn experiments for the depolarization-induced depression of CF-
EPSCs (Figure 7), the intracellular solution of the following composi- Green 488 BAPTA-1, Molecular Probes; 100 M) through patch pi-
pette filled with either the cesium-based intracellular solutions (fortion was used (in mM) CsCl, 140; HEPES, 10; EGTA, 1; CaCl2, 0.1;
MgCl2, 2; Mg-ATP, 4; and Na-GTP, 0.4 (pH 7.3, adjusted with CsOH). experiments in Figure 7) or a potassium-based solution (for experi-
ments in Figure 6E) composed of (in mM) K D-gluconate, 130; KCl,The pipette access resistance was compensated by 70%–80%. The
composition of the standard bathing solution was (in mM) NaCl, 10; NaCl, 10; HEPES, 10; EGTA, 0.5; Mg-ATP, 4; and Na-GTP, 0.4
(pH 7.3, adjusted with KOH). Fluorescence images were acquired125; KCl, 2.5; CaCl2, 2; MgSO4, 1; NaH2PO4, 1.25; NaHCO3, 26; and
glucose, 20; which was bubbled continuously with a mixture of by using either a cooled CCD camera system (IMAGO, T.I.L.L. Pho-
tonics, for experiments in Figure 6E) or a high-speed confocal laser-95% O2 and 5% CO2. Bicuculline (10 M) was included to block
spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic currents. Membrane currents scanning microscope (Oz, Noran, for experiments in Figure 7). The
Ca2-dependent fluorescence signals from selected regions of inter-or voltage were recorded with an EPC-9/2 (HEKA) or Axopatch-1D
(Axon Instruments) amplifier. Glass pipettes filled with the standard est were background corrected and expressed as increases in fluo-
rescence divided by the prestimulus fluorescence values (F/F0)extracellular solution were used to stimulate CFs in the granule cell
layer or PFs in the molecular layer. The PULSE software (HEKA) using Igor Pro software (Wavemetrics). The Ca2signals induced
by PF train (Figure 6E) were obtained from small regions of distalwas used for stimulation and data acquisition. Two successive CF
stimulations with an interstimulus interval of 50 ms were repeated dendrites including both dendritic spines and adjacent dendritic
Neuron
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shafts. The Ca2signals in Figure 7 were obtained from the regions receptors in the rat brain using antibodies to the intracellular C-ter-
minal tail of CB1. J. Comp. Neurol. 422, 159–171.represented in the fluorescent images.
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